
Physics Olympics 2016 – 10 Joule Car Event!! 
 
Objective: build a car that is powered by 10 Joules of gravitation potential energy. 
 
 
THE CAR: 
 
1) Powered only by 10 Joules of gravitational potential energy, (mass)*(g)*(change in height).  Assume g = 10 m/s/s.  
This could be a 1 kg mass falling 1 meter, a 2 kg mass falling 0.5 meters….etc.  The source of the gravitational potential 
energy must be a part of the car and must remain a part of the car during its entire journey (the car cannot leave mass 
behind along the way). 
 
2) No part of the car may be store-bought except wheels, axles, pulleys, propellers, and standard classroom masses. The 
chassis, for example, may not come from a store-bought (i.e., previously manufactured) car.  
 
 
THE EVENT:  
 
The car attempts to reach the finish line as quickly  
and as close to the target as possible. 
 
The car’s trial ends when the first of these events occurs: 
 
• The entire car crosses the finish line. 
• Any wheel crosses the sideline. 
• 60 seconds elapse. 
 
There are two tiers for scoring: 
 
Tier 1 --  Cars that cross the finish line before the trial ends. 
Tier 2 --  Cars that don’t. 
 
Note: Any car in Tier 1 automatically beats a car in Tier 2, 
regardless of which car was faster or more accurate. 
 

Tier 1 Scoring 
 
If a car passes the finish line in C, score = (avg. speed)*1.0. 
 
If a car passes the finish line in B, score = (avg. speed)*1.1. 
 
If a car passes the finish line in A, score = (avg. speed)*1.2. 
 
      {avg. speed =  (forward distance traveled)/time} 
 
A car is scored as finishing in the highest value zone if one 
wheel crosses the finish line in that zone. 
 

Tier 2 Scoring 
 
Score = forward distance traveled at point of leaving track. 
 
The dimensions of the track, including the A, B & C zones 
are shown in the diagram to the right.  The track will be 
taped off on level, smooth ground.  Cars will begin behind 
the “start” line. 
 
 
 
 


